2000 vw beetle fan switch

Then the switch to turn the fan on got stuck. I twisted it a few times and it started to work. Then
the next time I used the car nothing worked. Sarah answered 9 years ago. The horn does not
make any sound and I do not know if it is something I should try to fix or replace. If so, how for
either? Just purchase VW beetle at auction. Did not know front seat does not lock into place.
How do I repair it? Start car and it runs fine, but the engine will not shut off when I turn off the
key. If I get the motor to stop, the radio stays on and runs the battery down. Car leaks out all
coolant fluids then stalls. I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by
CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed,
screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be
removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Report Follow. Mark helpful.
Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a new Volkswagen Beetle
question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get Started. Search
Volkswagen Beetle Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related
Models For Sale. Used Cars for Sale. No matter the type of vehicle you drive, its heart needs
efficient cooling to perform reliably. This is why all vehicles come with a cooling system that
prevents the engine from overheating and allows it to operate within a safe Volkswagen Beetle
1. Increase the life of your vehicle's engine by keeping your cooling system in top condition.
Replace your faulty engine cooling Made to keep your vehicle's engine running cool Designed
to maintain proper cooling level and prevent overheating. It must complement the rest of the
cooling system by efficiently OE quality at an affordable price Direct replacement. Finish: Black.
Fan Configuration: Dual. Fan Blade Material: Plastic. Fan Quantity: 2. Terminal Quantity: 3.
Connector Type: Female. Connector Quantity: 1. Shroud Material Optimal air flow prevents
vehicle from overheating Direct replacement for a proper fit every time. The Febi radiator fan is
a reliable replacement for your OE unit. It will restore the proper air flow to your radiator to
ensure its High-quality replacement for your OE unit Built to provide proper airflow. Position:
Right. It will restore the proper air flow to your radiator to ensure its effective This top-grade
Metrix product is a great way to go if you want to ensure reliable operation of your automobile.
It is made utilizing high-grade materials and the latest Designed to help ensure reliable
operation of your vehicle Proven to deliver durable and efficient performance. Fan
Configuration: Dual Fan Replacement. The radiator Same quality as OE for less money
Designed with the latest software and manufactured with modern tooling. Spectra Premium
Radiator Fan Assemblies are engineered, developed and validated to meet Original Equipment
OE requirements, to ensure a durable and quality product. A properly functioning cooling fan is
critical to your engine's lifespan and performance. Modern engines operate at very high All
products are engineered and tested to provide years of trouble free operation. Backed by over
50 years of car parts experience, fix it once and fix OE quality parts from top original equipment
and aftermarket manufacturers The finest quality at a great price. Single Fan Assembly. The
VDO brand product category offers OE quality blower motors, engine cooling fan motors and
complete cooling fan assemblies. Provides exceptional durability Designed to comply with
high-quality standards. Backed by over 50 years of car parts experience, fix it once and fix it
right with Four Seasons. Want to keep your vehicle performing reliably? Then premium gpd
aftermarket auto parts are right up your alley? They are manufactured from superior-quality
Designed to ensure efficient operation of your vehicle Crafted from high-quality materials for
long-lasting service. Champion Aluminum fan shrouds are an industry standard for Made to
enhance your cooling system efficiency Helps you to get the most out of your vehicle. Replace
your faulty engine cooling component with this highly efficient replacement Replace your faulty
engine cooling component with this highly efficient replacement product Backed by over 50
years of car parts experience, fix it once and fix it right with Make your vehicle perfect in every
detail with Sherman products designed with ultimate quality and durability in mind. Reliable
function that will meet your exacting demands and Constructed to deliver trouble-free
performance Made from quality materials to provide maximum reliability. This top-grade product
is expertly made in compliance with stringent industry standards to offer a fusion of a Perfect to
enhance your comfort and safety Proven to provide reliable service for many years. Champion
Cooling Systems manufactures high-quality Muscle car, hot rod, classic car and truck radiators.
Champion Aluminum fan shrouds are an industry standard for reliable performance. Hayden
Automotive engineers, manufactures and supplies a wide range of products designed to keep
your car, truck or performance vehicle running cool. From fan Designed for single or dual fan
applications Brass construction for accurate temperature sensing. Connector Shape:
Rectangle. Connector Gender: Male. Voltage: 12 V. Radiator Mounted. When investing in this
superior product by Beck Arnley, expect to get the exact OEM look, function, and fit. The
product was developed to stringent OE quality products from top original equipment Top
quality materials. For one hundred years, Beck Arnley has been providing premium OE quality

parts for vehicles. Beginning with motorcycle parts in and Connector Shape: Round. Connector
Gender: Female. Terminal Type: Blade. With 4 Terminals. Backed by over 50 years of car parts
Terminal Quantity: Terminal Type: Pin. Dorman offers a comprehensive line of Radiator Fan
Modules for a range of applications. All the Radiator Fan Modules Easy to install Direct
replacement for a proper fit. With Dual Temperature. Terminal Gender: Male. With 3 Terminals.
All products are engineered and tested to provide years of trouble free Champion Aluminum fan
shrouds are an industry standard for reliable This product can be used for either primary or
add-on cooling. This fan can be used as an upgrade to the OEM fan for more efficient cooling or
fitment issues with aftermarket products. With its slim design, the fan can easily be installed
flush against a With its slim design, the fan can easily be installed flush against a radiator. The
Mishimoto fan mount kit is used to mount a Mishimoto electric fan to any Mishimoto aluminum
radiator. Great for custom applications, the Mishimoto fan can be mounted in any convenient
Universal fan mount fits any Mishimoto electric fan Ideal for custom applications. Hayden
Automotive offers a full line of engine and transmission cooling products that meet or exceed
the original equipment. Virtually every vehicle's cooling system can Keep your engine cool and
free up some extra horsepower and torque. Diameter: 12". CFM: cfm. Current Draw: Watt Motor:
W. With S-Blade. Reversible rotation. To keep your engine cool and improve your vehicle's
performance, this product is just the right solution. Manufactured from high-quality materials, it
will surely provide excellent performance and years of The Trimline electric fans can be used as
a primary fan or an auxiliary If you are looking for an optimal cooling solution, this first-rate
product from Northern Radiator is the way to go. Engineered with great functionality in mind,
the part will help provide High quality at an affordable price Expertly made from premium
materials. This sturdy aluminum part will stop your Flex-a-lite fan from wobbling due to
misalignment. Flex-a-lite fan spacers have a large bearing surface and are machined to a soft
Replace your old belt-driven fan with this highly efficient device and get all possible advantages
it is Manufactured from high-quality materials, it will surely provide Finish: Silver. Number of
Blades: 6. Manufactured from Manufactured from high-quality materials, it will surely provide
excellent performance Amperage Draw: 45 amp. Manufactured from high-quality materials, it
Number of Blades: Fuse Rating: 20 amp. Manufactured from high-quality Fan Diameter: 16".
Amperage Draw: Fuse Rating: 30 amp. To keep your engine cool and improve your vehicle's
performance, this product is just the Made from the finest Made utilizing the finest materials and
equipment Engineered to restore your vehicle to its pristine condition. This product is made of
high-quality materials to serve you for years to come. Designed using state-of-the-art
technology and with customers in mind, Expertly crafted from premium materials Designed to
match rigorous quality standards. Modern engines operate at very high temperatures to meet
emissions regulations, and the Professional technicians and DIYers Next 7. Prev 1 2 Next.
Radiator Fan Replacement. Related Searches. Ad vertisements. In this article, you will find fuse
box diagrams of Volkswagen New Beetle , , , , , , , , , , , , and , get information about the location
of the fuse panels inside the car, and learn about the assignment of each fuse fuse layout and
relay. Cigar lighter power outlet fuses in the Volkswagen New Beetle are the fuses 27, 35 and 41
in the Instrument panel fuse box. Fuses on the battery in the engine compartment. Relay panel
The panel is located underneath the steering wheel on the underside of the dash panel. Fuses in
the dash panel The fuses are located on the left side of the dash panel behind a cover.
Automatic glow period control unit It is located in the center of plenum chamber engine code
BEW only, from June up to December only. Additional relay carrier Located in the protective
housing on left in the engine compartment from model year up to model year Located in the
protective housing on left in the engine compartment from model year up to model year How to
check the fuses? How to replace a blown fuse? Why do car fuses blow? Types of automotive
fuses. Table of Contents. Fuse box location. Fuse box diagrams. Learn more: How to check the
fuses? We use cookies to ensure that we give you the best experience on our website. If you
continue to use this site we will assume that you are happy with it. Ok Privacy policy. J - Left dip
and main beam switch relay for gas discharge bulb model year up to july M30 - Left main beam
bulb. J - Right dip and main beam switch relay for gas discharge bulb model year up to july M31
- Right headlight dipped beam bulb. J - Left dip and main beam switch relay for gas discharge
bulb model year up to july M29 - Left headlight dipped beam bulb. U1 - Cigarette lighter, from
model year J29 - Blocking diode, from model year U18 - 12 V socket U19 - 12 V socket 3, in
luggage compartment. Brake vacuum pump fuse -S models with manual gearbox, model year
Vacant models with automatic gearbox, from model year from model July Rear spoiler motor
fuse -S models with 1. Anti-theft alarm system fuse and immobilizer fuse -S up to model year
Telematics fuse -S from model year Anti-theft alarm system central locking fuse -S up to model
year Brake vacuum pump fuse -S models with automatic gearbox, from model year Fuse for
dual clutch gearbox mechatronic unit -S for models with engine code BEW; with dual clutch

gearbox DSG 02E; from model year Daytime running lights change-over relay -J daytime
running lights only. Heated exterior mirror relay -J 53 American markets only; only models with
mechanical window regulator. Turn signals relay for anti-theft alarm -J for telematics only
Radiator fan 3rd speed relay -J only 1. Starter inhibitor and reversing light relay -J only for
automatic gearbox 01M Starter inhibitor relay -J from model year ; only for 6-speed automatic
gearbox 09G, with Tiptronic. V - Secondary air pump motor models with secondary air pump
only J - Low heat output relay models with diesel engines, manual gearbox only J - High heat
output relay models with diesel engines, manual gearbox only. Secondary air pump relay -J A
petrol engines High heat output relay -J A diesel engines. Motronic current supply relay -J
petrol engines Low heat output relay -J 53 diesel engines. Engine Cooling Fan Temperature
Switch. A device that commnads Engine Cooling fan operation. Included with: Upper hose,
Upper hose assembly. Convertible, 1. Coupe, 1. Golf, GTI; 2 Pin. Jetta; 2 Pin. Passat; 6 Cylinder;
Black, Green. Select a Year:. Part Number : F Supersession s : F. At reservoir. Flange to pipe.
Lower hose. Oil cooler. Pump to pipe. To cooling pipe. To heat exchanger. To reservoir pipe. To
turbo pipe. To upper hose. Full Diagram. Heater core. Thermo switch. All Models; 2 Pin. All
Models; 3 Pin. Corrado; 1. Corrado; 2. Gas; Corrado; 4 Cylinder. Gas; Corrado; 6 Cylinder. Gas;
Fox. Gas; Golf. Gas; Jetta; 1. Gas; Jetta; 2. Gas; Passat; 2. Passat; 6 Cylinder; Black. Gti; 1. GTI;
1. GTI; Watt. GTI; 2 Pin. GTI; 2. Gti; 2. GTI; 3 Pin. GTI; 4 Pin. View All Diagrams. Related
Products. Floor Mat Clips Round. Ski and Snowboard Holder. Get your Volkswagen. Starting
MSRP excludes taxes, installation, shipping, and dealer charges. Dealer sets actual price.
Contact dealer for limited warranty, inventory level, and return policy details. Please select a
dealer to view local pricing. Lou Bachrodt Volkswagen. Shop Now. Distance: Frank Boucher
Volkswagen of Janesville. Fox Valley Volkswagen St. Enter your zip code: View More Dealers.
People Also Bought. Engine Coolant Temperature Sensor. Manual Temperature. A device that
commnads. Front, Upper. Email this product. Email Address. About About VW. Legal Policies
Internet Based-Ads. Links Dealer Login. Data Agreement Unless otherwise indicated, all prices
exclude applicable taxes and installation costs. Although we endeavour to ensure that the
information contained on the website is accurate, as errors may occur from time to time,
customers should verify any information in question with a dealer. We are not responsible for
any errors or omissions on this website. Photos are for illustration purposes only. There may be
some variances between the photos shown and the actual product. Product appearance and
specifications are subject to change without notice. Some items may be unavailable for or
incompatible with certain trim levels and models. The heating system is a part of the engine
Designed utilizing the Designed to deliver trouble-free, consistent performance Right for your
vehicle and lifestyle. Designed utilizing the latest technology, this product features premium
quality and will perform better than advertised. Perfect for your vehicle and lifestyle, it is
manufactured to meet or exceed Powerful and intelligent climate control system Exclusive fully
electronic microprocessor control system. Location: For Auxiliary Fan. This top-grade product
is expertly made in compliance with stringent industry standards to offer a fusion of Trinary,
Male Threads, Standard Driers. Perfect for your They are produced at top tier facilities with
Helps maintain a desired temperature inside your car Made of durable materials. Replace your
worn-out or faulty component with this quality replacement from WVE. This product is designed
and tested to ensure the ultimate in durability and functionality Excellent replacement for your
worn-out factory part Designed to keep your vehicle running reliably mile after mile. Type: 2
Blade Male Terminal. Genuine Intermotor Quality. Volkswagen Beetle 1. Want to keep your
vehicle performing reliably? Then premium gpd aftermarket auto parts are right up your alley?
They are manufactured from Designed to ensure efficient operation of your vehicle Crafted from
high-quality materials for long-lasting service. Type: Blade Female Terminal. Wire Quantity: 4.
Overall Length: 13". Simply plugs into the blower motor resistor for ease of installation
Uniquely available in a kit that includes the blower motor resistor, an essential component of
most repairs. Fresh Air. This top-grade product is expertly made in compliance with stringent
industry standards to offer a fusion of a well-balanced design and high level of With Oval
Connector Shape. Products are engineered and tested to provide years of trouble free
operation. Contains gaskets, o-rings, or seals to properly replace the product Color coded for
easy identification. Location: Thrust Sensor. Looking for high-quality replacement parts to
restore the performance of your vehicle? Then Original Equipment automotive parts are Perfect
replacement for your damaged or worn out original part Made using high-grade materials for
long-lasting dependability. Used 1 Per Car. Designed to be identical in fit, form, and OE fit, form,
and function Designed to fit the first time, without modifications. With Oval Connector. This
top-grade product is expertly made in compliance with stringent industry standards to offer a
fusion of a well-balanced design Precise engineering ensures second to none quality and
lasting value Stringently tested with the highest quality standards. Rely on premium ACM

replacement automotive parts to enjoy a comfortable driving experience, no matter how long
the ride. Made from high-quality materials and Ideal solution for fast and easy repair Crafted
from top-grade materials and the latest equipment. With 12mm Switch Port. This top-grade
product is expertly made in compliance with stringent industry standards
2015 chevy cruze manual
2012 chevy sonic service manual
5 way trailer wiring diagram
to offer a fusion of a well-balanced design and high level of craftsmanship Keep It Cleans
universal automatic AC fan activation relay kit allows your vehicle a simple method of activating
your fan when your air conditioner is turned on. This kit R4 Compressor Type. Designed with
precision and functionality in mind, this accessory ensures outstanding performance and easy
use which makes it the perfect deal for your Made with precision and quality in mind Built to
last. With Rectangular Connector Shape. Terminal Quantity: 2. Terminal Type: Blade Male.
Designed utilizing the latest technology, this product features premium quality and will This
product is made of high-quality materials to serve you for years to come. Designed using
state-of-the-art technology and with customers in mind. High quality at an affordable price
Expertly made from premium materials. Item is exactly the same but screw is slightly wider, so I
could not use and bought another for a Ford vehicle. Related Searches.

